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Abstract 
One of the greatest challenges to implementing Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) is in making the Service-Oriented Business 
Applications formed by composing Services simple, flexible, and 
business-focused. Too often, companies don’t know how to compose 
loosely-coupled Services into business processes that meet continually 
changing business needs. TenFold takes a model-driven approach to 
composite application creation with their EnterpriseTenFold SOA tool, 
providing a rapid, iterative approach to dynamic composite application 
creation that enables business users to model their requirements and 
then render the desired applications minimizing the need for writing any 
programming code.  
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TenFold: Model-Driven Composite Application Development 

As companies plan their Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) implementations, they soon 
realize that the concept of the enterprise application is changing. Instead of complex, 
inflexible programs written with programming code and integrated through tightly-coupled 
middleware stacks, a new category of application, the Service-Oriented Business Application 
(SOBA), meets the needs of continually changing business requirements by providing a type of 
composite application as the new standard for providing flexible business functionality. 
SOBAs are essentially compositions of Services that implement business processes by 
abstracting underlying application functionality and data. Business analysts and other 
business users are then able to configure and reconfigure SOBAs to meet changing business 
requirements, frequently without the need to call in IT to write additional code.  

The secret to the flexible nature of SOBAs is their declarative, metadata-driven approach. In 
fact, SOBAs are configurations of Services described via metadata, rather than defined in 
code. Users need a way to represent SOBAs that would include all the configuration metadata 
that constitute the business logic in the SOBA. However, at this time, there is no established 
best practice or  a fully declarative standard for representing SOBAs.  

One key to solving this problem is to ratchet up the level of abstraction and take a model-
driven approach to SOBAs. Companies need an approach and tooling that can abstractly 
represent the business logic in the SOBA as a model, and then use that model to generate the 
appropriate configuration files for all possible locations of Service providers and consumers. If 
the SOBA tool can generate the appropriate model, then we’ve achieved the required 
flexibility. As a result, it should be possible to generate the appropriate user interface 
representation from the model, as well as the appropriate SOBA representation. 

Coordinated Tools, Methodology, and Services 

Utah-based TenFold is a vendor that offers such a model-driven, composite application 
creation tool. EnterpriseTenFold SOA is a development platform for building SOBAs without 
the need for programming. Through its distinctive rendering approach, EnterpriseTenFold SOA 
automatically produces Web Services compatible with J2EE, .NET, or any Enterprise Service 
Bus. EnterpriseTenFold SOA takes a declarative, model-driven approach and also includes 
Ajax for building Ajax-ready applications without Ajax-related development costs. Essentially, 
it’s possible to define applications declaratively in their EnterpriseTenFold SOA tool, and then 
render them in their rendering engine, automatically producing Ajax-ready, SOA-compliant 
applications. 

EnterpriseTenFold SOA promotes a straightforward “describe, save, render, and publish” 
approach to SOBA creation, as shown in the figure below. The business user describes the 
desired capabilities in EnterpriseTenFold SOA’s modeling environment, and then saves the 
resulting model to the TenFold Dictionary. When the user is ready, they render the application 
via the Services Rendering Engine, which automatically produces the metadata associated 
with the application. It’s then possible to publish the application directly to its deployment 
environment. 
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EnterpriseTenFold SOA in Action 

 
Source: TenFold 

In addition, the company promotes the TenFold Way, a methodology for building enterprise-
scale SOBAs as a collection of reusable Services. The TenFold Way addresses the complete 
lifecycle for composite application development: conception, requirements generation, 
design, development, testing, composition, deployment, runtime management, and change 
and version management. The TenFold Way accelerates applications and Services 
development due to its declarative approach to constructing composite applications, reducing 
or in many cases eliminating programming steps. 

The TenFold Way uses Extremely Rapid Applications Development (XRAD) to build working, 
tested, usable applications in less time than it normally takes many companies to complete 
traditional requirements gathering. XRAD enables stakeholders to discover business 
requirements providing an iterative approach for changing the SOBA until it meets their 
current needs. The application team gathers feedback in a declarative manner from 
stakeholders through hands-on use to refine the visual manifestation of the requirements. 
When this feedback/refining cycle is complete, the application is built and ready for 
production. 

To illustrate the flexibility and power of EnterpriseTenFold SOA, and also to bring immediate 
value to a range of customers, TenFold has created several industry-specific applications. 
TenFold’s customers in many industries leverage these pre-built composite applications for 

Thank you for reading ZapThink research! ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides 
trusted advice and critical insight into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the 
movement to XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT 
vendors, service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
Earn rewards for reading ZapThink research! Visit www.zapthink.com/credit and enter the code ETFSOA. 
We’ll reward you with ZapCredits that you can use to obtain free research, ZapGear, and more! For more 
information about ZapThink products and services, please call us at +1-781-207-0203, or drop us an 
email at info@zapthink.com. 
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either legacy replacement needs or for new initiatives. In fact, existing applications can be the 
basis for the new SOBA, by essentially snapping together TenFold business components and 
connecting them to existing applications. The resulting TenFold applications can be in 
production quickly and can also be changed simply as business needs change. 

The ZapThink Take 

TenFold derives its model-driven approach from the Object Management Group’s (OMG) work 
on Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). MDA is an abstraction of how to take a platform 
independent model and use it to generate the platform dependent models necessary for 
guiding the implementation of a system. The platform independent model represents the 
capabilities of a system without referencing the particular implementation, while the platform 
specific models provide that implementation-specific information. One challenge with MDA, 
however, is that companies struggle to use such abstract models to represent real-world 
projects. TenFold addresses this problem by building the ability to generate platform 
dependent models from the platform independent one into the Services Rendering Engine. 
EnterpriseTenFold SOA thus hides any excess abstraction from the user, instead presenting a 
visual interface to the platform independent model that business users are comfortable 
interacting with.   

ZapThink has long touted MDA as an approach that contributes to SOA best practices. In 
particular, the Service model should represent both the Services in production as well as 
requirements for new and changed Services, and that platform-independent Service model 
should automatically lead to the platform specific models necessary for building the needed 
Services, including data models, component models, and information models. However, 
putting model-driven approaches to SOA into practice has been a challenge in the absence of 
tools that provide actual composite application delivery such as EnterpriseTenFold SOA offers. 
With TenFold’s tool, companies can now utilize the principles of MDA for SOA 
implementations in a rapid, business-focused manner. 

EnterpriseTenFold SOA Features 
 

EnterpriseTenFold SOA 

Overview:  

EnterpriseTenFold SOA is a Service-Oriented Business Application 
(SOBA) creation tool that provides a model-driven approach to 
composite application development. EnterpriseTenFold SOA enables 
business users to define applications declaratively and then render 
them in their rendering engine, automatically producing Service-
oriented applications. 

Features:  

 Declarative application creation -- a declarative, model-
driven approach that automatically includes 
capabilities in deployed Services and applications. 
Build SOBAs and business Services without 
programming 

 The TenFold Way methodology – facilitates the 
TenFold Way, a full-lifecycle methodology for building 
enterprise-scale applications as a collection of 
reusable Services. 

 

Value Proposition: 
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 Cost and time savings – because EnterpriseTenFold 
SOA removes the need for programming, TenFold can 
build an application at 10% to 20% of the cost and 
time of traditional development approaches.  

 Lowered maintenance costs – since there is no code 
to maintain in a TenFold-powered application, 
maintenance costs are 90% lower than applications 
built with traditional tools. 
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About ZapThink, LLC 
 

ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight 
into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the movement to XML, 
Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink helps its customers in three ways: by helping companies understand IT products 
and services in the context of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the vision of Service 
Orientation, by providing guidance into emerging best practices for Web Services and SOA 
adoption, and by bringing together all our audiences into a network that provides business 
value and expertise to each member of the network.  

ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT vendors and professional services firms that offer 
XML and Web Services-based products and services in order to help them understand their 
competitive landscape, plan their product roadmaps, and communicate their value 
proposition to their customers within the context of Service Orientation.  

ZapThink provides guidance and expertise to professional services firms to help them grow 
and innovate their services as well as promote their capabilities to end-users and vendors 
looking to grow their businesses.  

ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users who are seeking guidance and 
clarity into the best practices for planning and implementing SOA, including how to assemble 
the available products and services into a coherent plan. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOA by vendors, end-users, and the press. Respected for their candid, insightful opinions, 
they are in great demand as speakers, and have presented at conferences and industry 
events around the world. They are among the most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry, 
and their recent book, Service Orient or Be Doomed!, is the leading book on the business 
concept of Service Orientation. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms and government organizations, as well as many 
emerging businesses. Its analysts have worked at such firms as IDC, marchFIRST, and 
ChannelWave, and have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as 
RosettaNet, UDDI, and ebXML. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how SOA will impact your business or organization. 
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